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Forwarding of Member states' reports to the Council by the 
Commission, in accordance with Article 70 of the EA.En Treaty 
Draft opinion 
--
1. In accordance with the provisions of Article 70 of the T1:-ea-l:y 
establishing the EAEC, the Member states have forwarded to tr•.:J Commission 
the a.r..m1al reports for 1972 on prospecting, production and :jnv~stment 
in mi.::.:..ing which has ooen. made or is planned in their territo:r:.es in 
respect of uranium. 
F.rom. i:hese reports it is seen thatt 
The o~.'.tla;y on prospecting for uranium deposits in Member statest 
te:r'!'itc:::-ies was approximately 4•5 million u.a. in 1972; 
For a production ~ost ~f less tnan 10 ~.,a./lb u3%t the rea:Jo~bly 
certcd.1l r"eserves in Community territocy amount to apprexinlB.tc1y 
40 OO'J tonnes of ~um and additioml resources are estimated at 
an alJno.st equivalent amount; the deposits are situated-.ma.inly' in 
France and Del1Illark (Greenland) i 
Community ot~.tput, almost solely from Franc~~. W?S approximately 
- ' ' -
1 500 tormes in 1972 • 
2. Accor~ii:ng to the most recent estimates· of the nu~lear oa,paci"ty to 
be inst~lled in the Community, natural tf!.anium requirements will 
increase V(;;ry rapidly in the coming years, rising from SOOO: to~mes 
per ahnUm at present to 15000 in 1~0 and approximately 40 000 in 
1 ~ 5 .. It should be noted, by way of example·, that the reserves 
described above are roughly equivalent in quantity to the cumtlative 
' . . ' ·~ .. . - . ' ..... 
natural uranium requirements of the Community_ between now and. 1980. 
' ~ .... 
-a-
If Community requireDients are to be met, account being taken of the 
:· _.,,,· 
t~lag between the fir.ding of deposits and their exploita.t,ion 
. (7 to 1Q,ye8.l'S), almost .40 Ooo to~s of uranium muSt be located a.s 
additional certain reserves by 1975 a.tld a.pproxima.tely 200 000 totmes 
by 1SSO. Sinoe it is unlikely that ·such reserves oa.n be falUid in 
C~mmunity territor;t, supplies must be obtained from external sources. 
The investments corresponding to the discovery and exploita.tioll of 
·the resources required for the Community's supply of natural ura.nium, 
.• . . . . ·*·· . 
estimated on the ba.sis· of the coinPa.rable oosts for 1973 , Wc>uld bel 
1 • '_". . . . 
prospeoting...explora.tion • 45 million u.a../yea.r in 1975 and 
90 million u.a../year: ~ 1 ~0 
. 
exploitation-produotion2 • 90 milJ.rion u.a../yea.r in 1975 and 
' ; : . ·. '. . ·180 million u~./yea.r in 1 ~80 _ ' . 
These assessments ~.e· given·/by-lro;y of example; they relate to investments 
whioh.must be made 'long before·they will 'yield profit. 
·3• Following exalnination of the reports :torwa.rded by the Member states, 
the Commission: 
considers. it ;necessary. t,o. ~~ooura.ge pro~pect:ing ani/or the acquisition of 
, holdings in the territory of non-member countri~~- by Co~ty mining 
companies; 
ooru.iide:l's ·it neoessari for the · se01lrity am regularity of the Comtnu.nity• s 
supply of natural uranium to· be ensured at all events' ·in the long t·erm; 
points out the value whioh ~d.i8enous resources could have .a!=!. a.. 
' ·~ ~ . 
stra.tegio reserve and a.s a. stabilizing fa.otor in the event of 
temporary market ~e~ion; 
'· 
* 1973 value of u.a. 
1 
1 ~ Based on 1 u.a. lb u3% 2Ba.sed on 90 million u.a.. for eve 2000 tonnes per annum 
' 
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considers that it is necessary to this end to continue prospecting 
for new deposits a.nd to ca;rry on with the exploration of deposits 
already identified, in order to determine their extent, without 
concentrating solely on resources with a low production cost. 
4• The Commission draws the attention of the Council to the benefit 
which the Commission could derive from the availability of information 
on the activities of Member states• ,mining companies in non,..member 
countries, a.s this would enable it to make a.n accurate assessment, 
in the general energy context, of the Community's situation as 
regards the supply of natural uranium. 
,,, 
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Annual report of the Federal Republ~c of Germax:w for 1972t drawn up 
pursuant to Article 7.0(3) of ~he Treaty establishing Euratom 
1. E!:,ospecti~ 
< 
1.1 Territories for which permanent or temporary prospecting 
licences were held in Bavaria in 1972 are outlined in red on the 
appended map (Annex 1 ) • 
Concessions pr.ospected dur~ng 1972 are coloured light red. 
Concessions to which this annual report is confined are emphasized 
in .dark re~. 
' . . . ' . 
Territories prospecte~ before 1972 are hatched in black (without 
i t • 
differentiating between hydrochemical 'prospection and special local 
methods of exploration), 
tlork planned for 1973 in the reg.ion of Baden-Wurttemberg tmder the 
priority programme pf Uranium Pr;ospecting in the Bia~k Forest is 
not included on the map. It will be dealt with in the 1973 progress 
report., 
1,1,1 The following zones were prospected in the concessions during 
1972: 
.(1 }. Lud\\ri.pltadt zone ... · 
·:: 
Sil.u:P;i.an graptol,ite schists. ·;•. 
(2) W~iden-Pi-essath-Hessenl-eut:h · ione · 
Rotliegende (Middle ·and Lower Permian) 
Keuper (Upper Tria-s) , Uppe·r Cretaceous 
(3) Fuchsmf.O.Land Rosa.ll ~one. 
Metamorphic rock, granite 
.. ' 
' ~ ' I , 
,, . 
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{4) Poppenreuth and M!hring zone 
Meta.morphio rook, gl-a.ntte, .. tt~a.hlzOne". . 
. . . ' . . . . . . . . . - . ' ~. . . .. . . .... . 
' (5) :FUrth i. Wald - Hoher :Bogen, Altra.rdsberg- Cham zone 
Metabasite, granite, 11Pfahlaone'~ • .' 
ProspeCting was confined to a.m oonoentra:ted on: the' abcWe' a.rea.S 
because, during previo~s prospeot:i.:ng yt:aa.l's sinoe 1957~ these zonesa 
(a) were considered promising or proved to be fairly positive 
(e.g.,the zones of M!hx-ing, Poppenreuth, Uokersd.orf, 
4].t~sberg); -
(b) OX' were considered, on further reflection,· as meriti~ widel:' 
or additional investigation or re-prospeotion (e.g., the 
zones of Weiden, Rosail, M!rth 'i. Wald). 
Prospecting methods in the various co~essions are shown on the 
appended ma.p. Detailed geoohemioal prospecting in the promising 
zones Wa.s ·carried out on the basis of' the following topo:graphioa.l 
Dia.pst Domustauf map _No 6939, ze11 am Jla.rmersba.oh map No· 7614 
' . 
In the zone showp on the Dona.ustaut map, 12 000 soi! samples and 
40 rook oore samples were taken and subjeoted to geoohemioal 
a.ria.lysis. 
In the zone shown on the. Zell am Ha.rmersbaoh map, 1 ;o samples of 
stream alluvium and tOOO soil' samples, war~- t.a.ken and subjected to 
geoohemioal a:na.lysis. Work in :Bavaria led to the discovery of 
' n • ' • • 
numerous sites with maximum fluoride concentrations. The existence 
of workable deposits has not howeve~ been proven. 
1 .1 .2 The following discoveries were ma.de durillg 1972:. 
( 1 ) Ludwigstadt zone 
Results obtained in the region of IAldwigsta.dt confirmed those of 
previous ;rears. The concentration of uranium in the Silurian 
graptolite schists varies from 10 to 90 ppm u3ca, the average 
value being abc;mt 40 ppm.. · 
,•, 
• 
'· 
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In uranium enrichment areas which occupied only very small volumes 
inside highly tectonic zones, the concentration reached 400 to 
600 ppm u3% • , 
Because of the low concentration, the reduced dimensions of the 
el'll'ichment zones and the complex tectonics, prospecting was 
abandoned. The discoveries proved to be of no economic interest. 
(2) Weiden--.Pressatb-Hessenreuth zone 
Further prospecting has been carried out in the sedim~nts of the 
Rotliegende · (Middle and Lower Permian), th~ Trias (mainly of the 
·Keuper-Upper Trias) and the· Upper Cretaceous adjacent to the 
Sil.xothuringia:C:· aild. Moldanubian bedrock;· these sediments, whose 
·constituents are· partially derived from crystalline rooks·, have 
perhaps .been ·enriched with detrital cOmpounds or with high ·uranium 
content soluble compounds. 
As it;t ~he case .. of pr.evio\JS · ;researQh, no evidence was found· of 
econqmically ~rkab~e ura~ium deposit~. 
(3) Fuchsmtthl and Rosall zone 
Revision of ·old geological maps. and .the taking of ~her y-metric 
and emanometric readings a.t.the surfave and in bq~holes .failed 
to provide a~ new information reliably indicating the presence of 
economically. worka:ble .'tn'a.nium deposi"ts in these. regiens which, 
since ~ 957, have·· b~en considered :as promising &nd ha,ye been 
prospe.cted. by various me.thods. 
'. 
(4) Poppenreuth and Mmlring zone 
Oblique .drill_ing was carried out to a depth of .500 m$tres in the 
urani~ bearing ~rtz seam of Maldi, near ~ing, wh.ere prospecting 
· · and drilling .had already taken .pl<;~.ce in previous years; "this 
!\..'' .• !": i 
'." ' \ 
' 1, 
\, 
., ' 
. 
\ 
'' - 4-
oblique drilling wa.s intended to explore the extension of the 
I r 'I • ' 
uranium depo~it to' a dista.noe of 650 rrietres to the s~uth of the 
· .. , ,. , I 
disused roa.dwa;r. 
At a. depth of between 260 a.nd 380 metres, the rock encountered 
,·, , . . I , , ' , . ', . 
was extremely ~zitio ·nth occasional veins of ore rich in 
.. ~ph:ides ·(~ite, · chal.oo~ite, ~ lead sulphide), but no sign 
' . ' ~ ' 
of ~ uranium mineralization was ~bserved. 
.. , 
Near Poppenreuth (B8hensteinWeg) drilling was ·carried. out in a 
very ~mall .a.rea (about SO \zy' 30 metres) in which a.noma.iies bad 
been obserVed in 1957 a.nd whi.oh, in the light Of previo~s resea.rcht 
lWl been booked· as ~tent.ially . inte~st 1n8-; 76 borehole~ were 
arilled. ~o a depth ,of 1~ m~ Intereparsed in highly metamorphosed. 
~oasohists containiilg sillimanite and biotite from the· :Pre-cambrian 
era are 'granitoid, heavily kaolinized "mobilisata" incorporating 
mineralisations of apparently primary uranimn in the form of 
p;tohblende and coffinite. Seoona.a:r.v ores are ~so pr~sefrlt 
. ~ . . 
(autunite, oha.lcoli:te,- sabugalite, ura.nop~, phosl)h~eylite) 
and sulphides (pyrite and ohaloopyrite ). 
A f~ assessme¢ of' th&. proven deposits, which are at the moment 
very ~11, is not yet possible • 
. ·• 
· (5) _Uokemsdort-A.meis~b-ICemna.th bei Fuhrn zone 
Areas where readings have been taken near Uoker.sdorf, Al!taisgrub 
and Kemna.th bei Fuhrn should be classified .in the rtqrosstruktur 
Pf'a.hl-Flusspat~ier" • 
, ·Intensive prospecting begun in previous ye~s was resumed. in these 
areas. Apart ·f1"®1 the e:x.plana.tion of a. few areas of. radioactive 
'I " " • ' 
anomalies, two new ura.ni~ mimra.lizations ~ve bee.n iderrtif'iedt 
"' 
" 
.) 
-I', 
'I'', 
'J 
J 
• 
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a) Near UckerSdorf a.in FOrsterhof a vertical \reined mineralization, 
varying in thickness from a -few cent~etres to 20 centimetres, 
and several metres-long at a depth of about 9 metres, _has 
been detected by test "drilling; no horizontal or vertical 
extensions have been detected; the uranium concentration of 
samples lies in the percent range; the main mineral is 
ura.'nophane, accompanied by autunite, oha.lcolite, becquerelite 
and pitohblende;-
b) Near Kemna.th-F\lh:r-L':ligendorf a m~nera.lization containing 
. . . ' ' "' . 
autunite and~ pitchblende (accompanied by pyrite and fluorine), 
'· ' • ' ' > 
whose form and extent have not yet been determined, has been 
found at a depth of 30 metr~s • 
. (6) Fi!rth im Wald~Hoher_Bo~n-Altrandsber~ha.m zone 
In this area, surface prospect i:ng 11&-s been carr~ed out -in ·the 
P:f-ahl-zone near Altrandsberg and ~round Cham ,and has yielded some 
further promising ~eadings. 
•• J • 
1.2 Work' carried out in Bavaria in.1972 has revealed no new 
geological con:te:x:ts, nor a:ny radically new species of uranium 
bearing rook. However 1 _ ment_ion may be made. of veinlet s <:>f. 1p'anium 
. - : 
mincraiization (hitherto unencountered in Bayaria) in the granitoid 
,'• .. 
~obilisat"-near Poppenreuth and pitohblendes discovered ;both at 
P?ppe~euth ·_and near Uckersdorf_ (Foste,rhof) and Ke~th-Luigendorf, 
- · which indicates the presence of primary uranium ore enrie:hment zones. 
In the Black For-eat, areas of anomalies already discovered in 
January 1970' ?ave been partially re-pros.pect ed. The anoma.l ies are 
located in the metamorphic granite of Triberg, in the veins of 
' porphyritic granite and ~n fractures of mylonitic._zones some 10 
centimetres thick. 
-·' ~. 
'J 
I \ 
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Geochemica~ pro~otins ~ie(\_ out b;y the mineralogical institute 
o.f ~i~~ Uni~rs.ity M.~ ~~wn that, i:q the ~lies of the 
•· I • ' " ' ' ' J w ' • 
area round Hornbel,'g and. Nie~e~s,ser, ~patite _a.ppea~ to be the 
carrier ~f the ~~uxn in gr~t.e. . ' ' ' 
' • J ' ' :• ~ - • ' I 
··:. . . ! 
Th~ apatite i~orporates t~e :mineralization$ in the form of very 
' •,'• - .-! ' : •. . . 
finely crystalline oemen:t t pigmented by hema.~ite surrounding 
. " ~. -. ;~-~ 
' ,, 
. I 
., 
!• 
:•,;1 
.. 
·\ ' 
~ I 
j)-
,'1 
~ 
~~ 
_, 
-tr~errts of minerals and rookS of the ~ocia &Has -~nd R8tung. · · 
X-ra.;ys show the uranium bearing apatite as a binder filling the 
lxt"eooia and fissUres~· The o~igin of· the .pho~horus ~nd .. the 
.. ooildit1ons ·of formation of the apatite ~ve -not ~ been clarified. 
1-.3 State-subsidized prospecting in :Be.var;ta was brought to completion 
in practically all ax-eas in 1972. It is porposed to ~orrtinue 
prospe<!Yting in 1913 in the mineralizations and deposi:te of Mihring 
(wt.l.dl), ·Pop:Penreuth (i0'h~nsteinweg) and. near Xebth 9nly4 
. . 
1.3.1 Areas in which prospecting·- was carried oUt in 1972' are marked 
on the a.ppended map. In the Black Fbrest, the work was lim~ted to 
19 ariorrlalies already know.n • 
. -1.3.2 Intensive prospecting by drilling was concentrated on a f'ew 
- ' 
important lOcations in Ea.va.ria. Indicative depth.' (down to 140 metres 
maximum; one bOrehole 'attaining about 500 ~etres) and ·widt}l of mesh 
were detemined by loOa.l topog:l"a.phioal conditions (width of' mesh 
dowri to a minimum of 2 IIJ(t'tres). 
During geoohemioa.l prospecting, ground s&npl~s are taken' on the 
'basis of geological l'ef'erenoe p()inta and. oo~tour lines- ~iol?. are 
-·oriented in.the direction of' the assumed ve'in. The distanve between 
sampling points along contour lines wa.s generf!Uly five ~etres. 
·; -.. 
I ' 
I 
J 
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stream alluvium samples taken from the Zell am Harmersba.ch· sone 
"trere used for the development of analytical methods. sampli~ 
.. ' . 
methods were determined less by geologioa.l factors than ·by t·he· 
need to obtain useful analytical material. 
In the Black Forest experimental measurements were taken with the 
aid of scintillation counters for prospecting p".ll'ppses. A total of 
four portable scintillation counters and two probes designed ,for 
taking measurement.s in boreholes ~rere used. . . 
:fn preparation for the radiometric measurements, the anoqtalous areas 
were systematically covered with networks of boreholes,• excavations 
and drillings. 
Boreholes 
~s~ !h! £0~ !o~k-~1!1: 179 holes over total of ·four anomalies 
Distance from hole to hole 
Depth 
Total cumulated depth 
· .. Total area perforated 
0.5 m 
a.pp;ro~ ·.0.·5 m 
89 m 
approx. 45 m2 
.. ,Using a S'l'lllL excavator: 480 holes over tota.i of' three anomalies ____________ ...,. ... 
. ·.Width of profile 
Dil3t,anoe from. hole to . hole. 
Depth 
Total cumulated depth 
Total area perforated 
Ex:oa.vations 
20m 
1 m 
1 m 
130m 
17 600 ..:n2 . 
22 exoa.vations 9ver 13 a.nomij,liess volume excavated 55. m3 
,. ;, 
. 
>, '• 8 
- -
Bz"il\ipgs ', . ... ::. 
'!iih ... ~?-~ ¥!i!:t' 22 di-illi:ngs over one anomaly 
Width of prof'Ue 
Distance from hole to hole 
· T¢a.l cumula.t.ed depth .. · 
. . . ~' ' 
Total area pel'f'orated . · . 
· . , a.ppr.ox. 30 m. 
approx. 20-40 m 
from· 8-63 m 
. 905 m 
41 m - , ~ 
approx. 8000 m2 
· La.n<l-l:ased prospecting involved a total of 715 measurem.f)ntB over 
approximately 9 km and continuous radiome~rio readings ove~ about 
15 km. 
!n a.dd.ition, a.·deep borehole,('Sohra.mberg" thermic borehOle ot a 
· depth of 655 m) was logged· with the aid of a radiometric probe. 
1.3.~ Cost of uranium msgeot ..!ni' in Bavaria in 197~ 
'' . 
Federal State 
~ of :Bavaria 
(cost of pe~o~l) 
Private indutrtry 
I . ·~ 
26 ooo.oo 
DM 9<JT 410.00 
.. DM -2 736 184.00 747 600 u.a.. 
Cost of 110rlc in Baden-Wf:lrttemberg 
Federal State 
Land of :Ba.d.en-Wllitttemberg 
Private industry 
DM 102 · 600.00 · ' ' 28 000 u.a. 
DM 25 6,50.00 
DM 59 000•00 
187 2,50.00 
·1 000 u.a.. 
16 -100 u.a. 
51 100 u.a. 
I (' ~ 
' 4_ 
.,1, I 
• 
1.3.4 Hopes of finding economically workable deposits in the north-
east region of Bavaria have not increased since last year. At all 
events, they are still very slight. 
- > 
Prospecting in the Black -Forest will be ·continued, using methods 
already mentioned, on the basis of results judged encouraging so 
'• .. 
far. The ma.xiiil'Ufll analytical contents of anoma.l~es discovered last 
-year a.inount to approximately 0.147% u3oa (average concentration 
o_f a.ll._analyses amounts to 0.0542% u3o8 ). 
If present prospecting were to reveal evidence of more important ore 
masses, it would be useful to open prospeCting .roadways in the 
richest ore bearing zones •. 
2 • !;!;_lp.ns- and other wo~ 
2.1 No mining was oarried out in 1972 except a. few trenches. 
' . ' ' . 
. -.2.2 Tr~nches. are intended £or prospecting. The corre?J)onding lower 
costs are not specified. 
. .. . 
2.3 lt.is not possible to make exact calculations of profitability 
on the basis of prospecting results obtained up to 1972. 
It is, however, certain that no ore reserves workable S:t a cost 
· 'of l~ss tOO:n 8j u..a~/lb of u3o8 are known at the present time. For 
• 00~~-.~~n~ ~-~ffi. -~ t_o.12 and from 12 to 25 u.a.,/lb1 it may be 
.. ,est;Unat·ed that proven reserves and probable reserves amourrt 
respectively to a few hundred and a few thousand tons. 
3• Extract ion 
3.1 No extraction was carried out. 
3.2 Irrelevant. 
. ' 
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' . 3.3 ,During the peri.od OOV"ered by the :repo~, produotio~.at the 
exPerimental ore- dressing plant o~ Ellweiler near :Blrlenteld (mainly 
from French ore) was as followst 21 970.000 kg of ammonium diurana.te1 
oo:r;-re~~~ to; 17 !8~.947 kg of u3%• 
~· . . . . . 
•'" ,, 
3.4 Uranium ore dressing at l!n.lweiler involved the following oostst 
.. 1>Y th~ ~de~- stat~ . ·. .. . . nM 1 . 000 ooO. 00 273 200 U..a.. . 
:. I 
by private industry DM 923 120.00 252 200 u.a. · 
•' 
', ! 
,'' 
, .. 
,,•, 
DM 1 923 120.00 525 400 u •. a.. ' ' 
4.1 (Revised expenditure for prospecting and. 
• 
4.2 research during 1973) 
. 
{a) Inside the .Federal Republic 
----------------~ ....... 
by the Federal state 
by private. industry 
by the IEnder 
by the Federal Stat.e 
· by private ~~stry 
DM 2 900 ooo.oo 792 300 u.a.. 
DM 950 000.00 259 600 u.a. 
DM 1 oo ooo. 00 2T 300 u.a. 
DM 3 950 ~.oo .1 (1'(9 200 u.a. 
DM 18 0<?9 ooo. 00 4 918 000 u.a. 
DM 6 000 000.00 1 639 300 u.a. 
24 000 ooo.oO 6 557'300 u.a. 
4.3 No public investment is planned for the extraction and processing 
of 'U%'S.nium bearing ores. 
. ' 
/ 
1 
I, 
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Table 
Work carried UEG:B .. UEGB .BGLA' al3 -.. s.EW ··- ·a:e· · · 
out in various .Area of 
prospecting Lud.1-Tigstadt WeidEm, Fuchsmfil.l Poppen- Uckers- Fri'rth 
areas-
Measurements 
with portable 
radiometric 
equipment 
...... , 
Measurements 
with vehicle-
mounted radio 
equipment · 
In boreholes 
of a depth 
of 1-6m 
Individual 
holes 
(Einst ich · u. 
stihlbohr) 
Pneumatic 
drill down 
to depth of 
63.5 m ' 
( Luf't hammer) 
.. 
3 064 
holes 
l're.ssath around 
Hessen- Roaall· · 
reuth 
reuth dorf, i. Wald, 
ttl,"'um · ll:me-isgrulf ·Hoher ·Bog$n, 
M!hring Xem:na.t h Al tra.ndt::fberg 
14 ·pro~ 1804 Radio- -1 59 km Mdiometric 
files - , ema.no- !metric cf con-
over · metric and tour 
and emano-
rnetric meascl:-e • 
· · 30.3 ·km ,. measure- ·ferna.no-.. . ... 
. xne,1.1~ .. ~. ( n~ . 
. counted .. 
I 
of con- ments ~etric 
tour - over !measure-
17.5 k:m ~ents . 
f):f .con- (not · : 
it our . counted) 
41 prO:.. 1 457 
files !meas-.. 
over uring 
148.8 km points 
of COll-!o t'our .... · ... · .... · · · · 
(19'590: 
measure~ 
menta) 
4 459 
holes 
over 
44 con-
tours, 
35.7 km 
-
85 km of 
contour, 
20 751 
measure-
ments 
34spec-
trom-etric 
read.ings 
and505 
y-me.asure-
. · ineirts iri·1·· · 
boreholes 
~ 351 - -
!holes 
~o-
~alling 
1 684 m 
(by the 
BGLA) 
Totalli!l£!about 
- - - -
7000m 8 403 m 
(12 78C? (2 330 
measuring measuring 
points) points) 
16 holes 
of total 
leno~h 
710 m, 
-
4 shafts, 
- - - -
total 
242m 
":;. 
,I \ , 
\ 
',. 
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Table oont 'd ,, 
................................. , ...... ·-·~ .. 
l ' 
,.,J,,o'" ._, • ., ' ' •• 0' ,..,., •• '"'''• • • ••• ·•• • o •• • \'• f • ' ')' 
i.' 
i 
' 
• ; 
t 59 hole&, 74 holes 170 holes ln rotar;t ... 
-
, .. ' 
-drUled . rtotal.ling· '• -totalling totalling 1 
hole$. ; ~ 512·5 in .. ·2 666.m 29 CY27 m 
: '. 
·In· core .. ' 
-
... 1· hole of 7 holes 
-
Bainpl i:ng ' . '' •' " ... -- '500 til totalling' '" '. 
holes: .. : .. 2 ho1&s !'(, 353m 
•' 
,. 
.. ' · 3 cii.D'D"' ., m 
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Uranprospektion durch Konzessions-
inhaber in Bayern 
M. A: 5oo.ooo 
lnnerhafb der AufsuchungserlaubntsgebJete (z T schon vor 1957) von den Konzes-
5/0nsmhabern oder m deren Auf trag mdtefs versch1edener Methoden durch gezJe/-
te Uranprospekttoh uberdeckfe Ffachen 
RodJOfog1sche Messungen 
/ /Auto- u Fufiprospekf10n durch das BGLA 
zu Fun (~ = ort!tches Mefiglfter,engmosch•g} 
vom Auto aus (Car borne}, z Touch vom Kraftrad 
vom Flugzeug aus (Airborne) 
Emonometer-Messungen m Gewossern 
.. Bodenluft (orflich u engmaschtg) 
Geoelektnsch, 1'1.9 Geomagnet!sch 
:•:•:• Kern-und/oder Spu/bohrungen 
;;'i{iiii Schlagbohrungen 
c-_) Untersuchungsberetche (KernbohrgebJet)m;t komb1merfen 
Methoden auf engem Raum /Emanomefer-Messungen 
(Bodenluft },Geoelekfnk, Bohrungen aller Arf,z T Schurfe und 
Uranfundpunkfe 
Schachtchen] 
• 
Untersuchungsb ergbau 
------
~ 
---,__ 
\ 
·----'--"-
-~ 
- "'"-~~-~ • _ __L______£ ______ _ 
Beilage zum Bericht vom 28 5_1973 Nr, 312i-IV-820 
C.:y::r 
Goologlsdles Lanclosamt 
-U Auf3ere Umgrenzung der durch systematrsche Uranprospekt1on erfafHen Geb1ete 
U Wahrend des Jahres 1972 zeitwe1l1g oder durchgehend gult1ge Konzess1onsgrenzen 
I .I Konzesslonsgeb•ete,mdenen 1972 prospektFert worden 1st, 
~ m1t den engeren Prospekt•onsbereFchen (dunkelrot) 
i 
r 
Office of the Permanent Representative of :Belgium 
to the European Communities 
Brussels, 11 Ma.y 1973 
Sir, 
I am writing i:n anB't.rer to your letter of 13 March 1973 
(Ref. 73/00532), sent from the Directorate-General for Energy 
and Euratom Safeguards, concerning the report which the 
Member Stat'es are required to submit each year to the Commission 
on the development of prospecting and production of uraniferous 
ores. 
Since there is no prospecting at present under way in this 
field, the relevant Belgian authorities are unable to submit 
the summary report proposed by the European Commission. 
The President of the Commission 
of the European Communities 
For the att ent ion of lfr F. Spaak 
(complimentary close) 
J. VanDerMeulen 
Permanent Representative 
Director-General for Energy and Euratom Safeguards 
rue de la Loi, 200 
1040 Brussels. 
I 
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Denmark's reply to the request for. Member Stat~s' annual reports 
pursuant to Article 70 of the Euratom Treaty 
1. Geographical situation 
See appended map. 
Zone A: existence of uranium at Kvanefjeldet (rock) in the 
Illimaussaq intrusion. 
Zone B: zone prospected in 1971/72 in East Central Greenland. 
2. General description of geological conditions and type of 
mineralization 
Zone A: the uranium ores in the I'llimaussaq intrusion are 
found in all the syenite rocks containing nephel.ine 
or agpaite. 
The maip types are: 
(1) Lujaurite with "steenstrupin", and monazite~ 
{2) Metamorphic rock with "steenstrupin", thorite and monazite 
around masses of coarse-grained lujaurite; 
{3) Izydrotherma.l g;ai~ in' ~ujaite, ~ainly ~ith- "~t,eenst~pin"; 
(4) Naujaite r·ecrystallized in lujaurite rna:inly with "stee'nstrupin"• 
In Kvanefjeldet, where the most significant readings were obtained 
and studied in detail, the main types of mine;raliza~ions are as 
follows: 
(1) Mineralization in coarse-grained lujaurite- high uranium 
ooncentrat ion; 
(2) Mineralization in coarse-grained lujaurite - lOl-l uramum 
concentrat~on; 
(3) Mineralization in deformed volcanic rocks; 
. ' 
",, 
' 
. (4) Minera~iza.t~on in OOal'~ained lujaurite conta~ning aegi:rine. 
·Zone· B: -'l'he--mineraJ.i.za.tion detected are. J..i.sted-under headitJg 3• 
3• ·Present status in each region 
Zone A: no uranium prospecting since 1969. 
Zone B: proSPecting in 1971/72. 
(a.) Aerial spectrometry and lam-based ·radiometry; 
' ,, . ; 
(b) Two zones of mineralization of little importance have 
been discovered& 
... ~ ••• ~ < • " 
( 1 ) At Milne Land, a placer containing ~inly thorium in 
sandstones of the Upper Jurassic; 
(2) A h;yqrothermal mineralization of uranium in the St~ning 
.. 
Alps in the contact zone between the syncaledonia.n granite 
and Permian ~koses. Accompa.lzy'ing minerals: fluorine, heavy 
bar,yte, secondar,r uranium ores. 
(c) About Dkr 1.00 000 pel' year (13 500 u.a../year). 
4• ,!!;resent status of ·prospectiES· and mining in each region 
Zone A: {a) Evaluation ~f the deposits of Kvanefjeldet was 
complet'ed when the final. calculations of tonnage and 
cost for ~othetical operating conditions were made; 
(b) Proven reserves: 5 600 tons of uranium in ;ore 
' . 
containing more than 3000ppm of uranium. The ratio of 
thorium to uranium is about 2 .6; 
(c) .Probable reserv~s: ... 15 ()(X) tons of uranium (including 
proven reserves) in ore containing more than 300 ppm uranium. 
The ratio of thoriun: 1to ~a.nium 'is about 2.6; 
(d) No ore was extracted during 1972; 
(e) Irrelevant; 
I' 
,. 
• 
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(f) If the decision is taken to start working, total investment 
is estimated to be Dkr 190 million (25.4 millionu.a.) • 
Zone B: the mineralization is only known as yet in the form of 
readings and consequently no detailed informat.ion can 
be given under (a) to (f). 
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Uranium_prospecting and production on French territor.r 
(p1;rsuant to Article 70 of the Euratom Treaty) 
.The following maps, updated for 1972, are appended: 
1) Location of main areas of uranium prospecting and production 
in France in 1 972 ; 
2) Area map of the Mining Division of Crouzille.(CEA); 
3) Area map of the ·Mining Division of Vendee (CEA); 
4) Area map of the Mining Division of Fbrez (CEA); 
5) ~ea, map of th~ M~ssion of Herault; 
6) Area map of the Mission of var. 
2. Present status 
Introduction· 
-
. . 
The .CEA has ca;rried out extensive prospecting for uranium on the 
- ' ' . ·. ' . . ~ . . 
nati9na.+ territory, both in granite country (in the neighbourhood 
• ' • ~ ' -- ! ~ - • : ' -
of ve~n-bearing_st~~te. i~_the three mining divisio~ of Crouzille, 
Fbrez 8:nd Ven4ee) and over ~he Permian sedimentary formations where 
' ' ' 
prospecting missions are operating a.t the present time. 
In each of the three divisions, where the ores from the mines and 
nearb,y qUarries are processed at' a. beneficiation plant, there are 
two objectives 'to the work in hand: one is to· draw up the fullest 
possible inventory of uranium bearing deposits by prospecting and 
systematically stuaying all the 'readings with the aid of' very precise 
methods of 'investiga-tion; and the other is·'to assess, on· the basis 
of proven or possible. reserves, the potential yield of the deposits 
discovered~ 
"''f'"l•f\..,' ' • 
' ' . .........,: 
'r'' .., 
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Encouraging results have been obtained by the prospectitJg missions 
in th~ Permian areas o£ ·Rou-ergue, 'and Va:t!; and:' in the· snsall 'bastn 
of Gerilly in the department of Allier. In the Permian .basin of· 
LodEJve, the discovery of extensions to the deposits of Mas d' Alary ,/Mas 
LaV8J'l'e haS confirnied th~ irite~~st ~f this uram~ be~i~ .district. 
Private companies have developed their activities mainly in the · 
departments of Creuse, Aveyron and Haute..:.Vienne; and in Britta.cy". 
In 1972, France· produced 1 380 tons of uranium (inclusive of' the 
products of lixiviation). · 
Private producers contributed 110 tons to this total figure. 
Region of the Mining Divis,ion of Forez 
This region, which in fact corresponds to the north-east quarter of 
the Massif Central, includes the following departments: Allier, 
satne-et ... Lo.ire, Rh&ne~ Loire, Puy-de-D&ne and Haute-Loire. The · 
pripcipal geographical and geological zones . in which the work wa,s 
carried out are: Morvan, the. Permian coal basin of Blaney 1 the · 
Tertiary "l,d.~s" of Loire and. Allier, :the mountains of Bourbonnais, 
' . . ~ ' 
Livradois,. Forez, Beaujolais. and 4Yotmais• and the -Tertiary basin 
of Montbrison. 
Prospecting has ceased in Morvan, ex-cept in· the northern part of the 
Lu~ batholith. Work has also finished in the western region of 
Cbmel-Guyont the former territor,y of the prospecting missions of 
central . and northern Auvergne • Work has stopped in the basin of 
Montbrison where the deposit of Gr~zieux-le-Fromental does_· not 
appea;r to be workable at the present time•·· The extel'lSiVe programme of 
drilli:ngsundertaken in the Blaney basin, where a large· numper of 
significant readings had been obtained, did not yield to expected 
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results; work has stopped until further notice. Prospecting in the 
northern pazrt of the Livradois massif has been abandoned. 
On the other hand, work is continuing steadily in the Lyonna.is and 
Beaujolais mountains where significant constellations of readings 
are bei11g studied, and in the southern part of the Livradois massif 
. _, . 
in the Chaise-Dieu region whSre a prospecting licence has been 
applied for. 
A prospecting team is at work-"in the region of Bourbon 1 1Archa.mbault 
over the s~ll Permian bas.in of Cerilly, close to the Tronyais ~orest • 
A programme. of systematic drillings conducted on the basis of surface 
. 'readings has revealed the pre~ence of a small uranium bearing ·.deposit 
• • • ' • ' • l ' • • •• ' • 
whose possl.ble extensions are at present being studied. Most. of the 
production of the Forez Division comes from the Bois Noire mine where 
extraction is proceeding as planned and should be completed towards 
the end of this decade. 
.. ' 
Small uranium bearing' deposits .are also being worked by quarr,ying in 
the Chtl'teau-6hi~on region of ~he north. ~d in the. Am be~ re~ion of 
the south • 
.R_cgion of the l.Unipg Division of Crouzille 
The heart of the working zone .. of .the. Cr.oU.Zille Division .'col'Tesporid.s 
geologically to the two-mica granite massif of the Ambazac mountains. 
Prospe~·ti.ng ha.~ been e~ended to the small .massif of the Blond mountains 
. . 
in the west and to the· st Gous~eaud massif in t~ east. In the north, 
. . 
prospecting has eXtended well over the granite-gneisses which separate 
this central zone from the two-mica granite band of Ba.sse......Marche where 
the Dong-Trieu company (now a. subsid~ ofthe Dnpain-Schneider. Group) 
is working. Prospecting teams have also been working in the region of 
the }lillevaches piateau and on th~. b~rders of Fflriiord.~ timou:sin 
on the small st Mathieu massif • 
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These activities extend over the departments pf Cha.rente, Creuse, 
Dordogne, Vienna and Hauta-..Vienne. 
Although no significant discovery has been made outside the massif 
of the Ambe.za.o meunt~ins, not ocl.y has the extracted uranium ~en 
renewed but major extensions have been discovered. running from the 
known deposits of ¥a,rgna.o and ~. F\lrther north, work is in hand 
to stuey the group of depo~its of Villard, Magnei'les aDd :Belleza.nne 
where it is hoped to find substantia]. additional reserves. 
Production has ceased this ye~ at tbe Brugeaud quarry, bit is 
,/ ' ' 
' ' .. , 
' .. 
continuing a.t the Mar~c and Fa:na.f mines where-oross-c11ts: are. being ·driven · 
t~ the extensio~ of .formationS a.lrea.d;y studied lw- drilling, 
while the Vincou stream is. beitig diverted through a. t\Umel: to allow 
working in the Perzy- zone. 
The l>ong-Trieu compa.ey is engaged in systematic development on the 
b!l.sis of readings obtained in the :Basse-.Ma.rche area; it has obtained 
interesting results, especially at Piegu.t 1 Berna.rda.n a.m. Ma.s Gri.mau.s. 
In Creuse, the Compagnie Fra.nraise des x;nerais d1Uram~ · (Cl!MU) am 
the Soci6t{} Centrale de l'Uranium et de Minera.is et ~ta~ Ra.dioactifs 
(OOUMRA) hold mirrlmg licences under which work is temPorarily at a 
halt. 
Refd.on of the Mini!ji DiviSion .,of Vend6,e 
The operating zone of the Vend'e Division ·corresponds basically to 
'' 
the granite massif of' Mort~e, but prospecting ~Iii ~en 
' . ' 
umerts.ken to the north of the Loire and has revealed a small lode 
in the Gu.f,rame region. 
Prospecting has continued in the depa.rtmerrts. of Loire-Atlant~~~ 
Maine-at-Loire, ~enne, Deux-s8vres and Ve:nd~e. · 
. ' 
I, 
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At present it is mainly concentrated at the south-east tip of the 
Mortagne massif and along its northern edge in the Roussay region, 
where prospectors .believe they have discovered a depos·it likely to 
be a suitable successor to those now being worked. 
Three mines are in operation: Chardon, Esoarpidre and Comma.nderie. 
The mine at Chapelle La.rgeau was closed in 1970 whE;ln the deposit had 
been worked out. 
Massif ·Armoricain 
Proc:necting and production in this region has 'been carried out 
entirel~r by pri va.te companies. At present, the Sociflt~ Industrielle 
et MiniElre de l'Uranium (SIMURA) is working alone in t.he department 
of Morbihan after winding up production in its depo~it at ~:note 
(1971); 'the comPany is producing trom the deposit of Bosglas and 
· systematically imresti.ga.ting all the readings taken • 
sOuthern part of the Massif Central 
. ( 
In the Permian basin of Lod~e (Herault), the CEA has continued 
drillipg to investigate surface readings• It has thus determined 
the limits of the deposits of Mas d•A.1a.ry and Mas I.avayre where 
it iB- planned to begin production during the next decq~e •. 
A prospecting team is operating in the re£i,ort of Rouergue where 
' ' 1 ' ,_ 
uranium bearing strata not yet economically w~rkable have been. 
detected in the Pehilia~ ~reas of the pass of Rodez (Aveyro~). 
In Cantal, w-ork has ceased temporarily in the st Pierre deposit of the 
Societe Centrale des Minerais et Metaux Radioactifs (scmm.A), and 
the company is continuing prospection in Aveyron in the Permian zone of 
Brousse adjacEmt to the Basin of st Afri~e. 
I, 
., 
,, ~ ' I ' • ~ .. ~·" .t I• ' 
' ' 
. ' ' ... 
I' ' 
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In Lozlre, rhe Compagnie -Fra.nya.ise des Minera.is d1Ura.nium (CPMU) is 
processing ore' from its Cellier deposit qy ~ixiviation. 
Var 
- .. 
A CEA prospecting mission now established a.t Vidauban aimS to stud3' 
• , :the Permian basih o:f. Var between Esterel· a.nd Toulon on the :northern 
.ana, ee.stet-n edges of the crystalline massif of the Ma.ures. · Uranium 
bearing deposits have been fo~. The work in hand· ~ill reveal the 
extent of their economic interest. 
·3. State of reserves at 31 December 1972 
Potential metropolitan reserves of uranium have been increasing 
steadily in ~oent ye~s despite a progressive rise in ~uction• 
On 31 l)eoember 1972, proven reserves in French territory amounted to 
35 000 to~. Foreseeable reserves bring the total up to 59 000 tons. 
The funds devoted by the CEA to general prospecting in metropolitan 
territory in 1972 ~unted to FF 7 ,561 ooo. 
'l'aldng into aooount the funds devoted to prospecting around deposits 
now being worked as well as general prospect ion, the total amount is 
FF 15 126 ooo. 
This figure may be broken down a.s folloWs:, 
Region of the Division of Forez 
Region of the Division of CrouzUle 
Region of the Ditrision of Vend6e 
Prospecting Mission (south of lJI.!;+ssif· 
Central and Va.r) · · 
FF 3 667 000 
FF 2 433.000 
FF 2 .524 000 
.FF 6 502 000 
F.F l5 126 000 
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IRELAND 
~ --· 
Annual Report u~de£ Article 70 of the Euratom Treaty 
on the develo~ment of prospecting ,and production, 
prob~ble reserves and investment in min~ng 
There are no known deposits in Ireland of radio-active minerals approaching 
anything like a workable gradeo In consequence there ere no ore processing 
plants. 
Prospecting has been carried out by the Geological Survey on all or nearly all 
potential locations such as those of mineral deposits, pegmatites, conglomerates, 
etc., the instruments used being a geiger counter tyPe ratemeter and a 
scintillometer, both hand-held instruments. A consicerable amount of non-
systematic prospecting has also been done by private interests notably by the 
large number of companies prospecting for base metals. The instrumentation 
included hand-held, truck mounted and airborne equipment, the aerial surveys 
being over limited areas and coincidental with electro-magnetic and magnetic 
surveys. Radio--metric logging of deep boreholes has also been done. 
Currently there are no formal programmes of prospecting for radio-active 
minerc:.ls but the Geological Survey i rtgularly checks any new materie.l of 
potential interest and presumably the prospecting companies do likewiseo 
To date no deposits approaching workable grade have been identified. No 
reserves have been established and there is no production. · 
j' J 
.,; 
.. 
.. 
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Report on the development of prospecting for r~ioa.ctive minerals 
in Italy up to 1972 
Prospecting for uranium was begun in Italy in 1950 by a few private 
companies (including Mont eca.t ini a.nd La. Societ~ Minidre et Chimique 
pOur l'Ura.niutn). In this first phase the main work was oarried out 
in the period 19~-60 a.nd yielded fairly interesting results. 
It was not urrt i1 196T, when p;rpspect ing· was resumed on a. world-scale, 
that work· began under the auspices of the C'NEN a.nd SOMIREN (of the 
ENI Group), the national ~gencies operating in this sector, to confirm, 
a.nd in some ~a.ses, to eva.lua.t~ these mineral reserves with the a.id of 
modern techniques • 
. The principal uranium bearing a.rea.s located on national territory 
a.re shown on the a.pP,ended ma.p. Areas which are of definite a.nd 
effective mining interest, containing particular types of uranium 
deposits, distinguished by the form a.nd the distribution of the 
. . . 
deposits according to the origin a.nd concentration of the ore, a.~ 
a.s follows: 
(a) Nova.zza., in the Lombard Alps where the uranium mineralizations 
a.~e associated with acid tuffaceous rocks, interspersed in a. 
carboniferous series of volcanic origin (Collio series). __ _ 
The ore is composed of pitchblende, normally accompanied 
by blende, sericite and quartz (average oonoent~ation 
o.14$% of u3o8 • 
Eight ore masses, of lent icula.r shape a.nd varying dimensions, 
have been located. Their course is the same a.s that of the 
ebonites in which they are incorporated. 
\'I 
', /! 
., 
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(b) Val Re~ena. (south~st TremillO), whose uranium bearing 
deposits, of sedimen:tary origin, ax-e situated around the 
massif of'Adamello. 
!!'he uranium ore is always contained in the formation of 
Permiansa~~, in the f'orm of a mass, lens or small 
stratum located alortg the strata proper (average concentration 
ot the ore hardly exceed~ 0.1~ of u3o8). 
(o) Northern Latium (Viterbo) 1fhere quaternary ebonites dominate 
and where the radioactive mineralisation corresponds, tor 
. ,. 
the most part • to strata of infusorial earth and tutts 
mineralized with marcasite. Minera.li~ation is mixedt ltt'&nium 
and thorium. Even though the average concentration. of u3o8 
hardly exceeds o.o~ the fairly superficial location of the 
mineralized masses and the tact that the uranium is included 
in a~gillaoeous tufts constitute ideal conditions tor open-oa.st 
mining, which would reduce costs. 
Met hods used for prospecting 
The choice of prospecting techniques was mainly determined by 
technical and geomorphological fa.otors. It must be remembered 
that, in Italy, the most interesting zones are located in 
mountainous regiotUJ mostly inaccessible by road, which makes 
the use of certain prospecting methods impossible. 
According to the most recent data, prospeCting was carried out 
ldtha aiT'til:n'ne radiometric equipment over 4 900 km2 
portable 
vehicle mounted 
geochemical methods 
fl 
tt 
" 
" 
" 1 400 " 
" 40 000 " 
over 50 000 " 
The total area prospected for uranium in Italy amounted to about 
75 000 km2• Certain areas were prospected several times using 
different methods. 
Geochemical methods, whioh were used. inatead of radiometric methods 
tor large~hed regioMl surveys, were also used in the less 
'i 
~ ; I 
. 
"I 
' .. ,, 
, I 
":' .\ 
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promising geological areas. 
In all, it ma.y be said that most of the favourable formations have 
2 . 2 been prospected, 75 000 km by large-meshed surveys, 15 000 kni 
2 
more closely and 2000 km very finely. 
Only a few areas in Sardinia need. to be reconsidered. 
Results of ;prospecting 
During the 50's the company Montecatini and the SociMfj Minid're et 
Chimique pour 11Uranium began by driving a few hundred metres of 
roadway through uranium mineralizations in the Maritime. Alps and 
produced a limited amount of concentrates. 
In their turn, the CNEN and SOOREN (of the IRI Group) worked to 
" 
confirm the mining interest of areas which had been identified in 
the meantime.Whe~ea;s the areas offering no industrial interest were 
abandoned, prospecting ~s oont inued in m~re pro~ising -a~as until 
the extent of their deposit's was'. fully known. 
To sum up, prospecting has been carried out so far in a number of 
places in the Alps, between t~e Ma.ritime Alps and Ca;rnia, in 
Northern Latium, on the S~lla (Qalabria) and on the _Sa.rrabus 
(Sardinia). The work has been mainly concentrated in three uranium 
.... 
bearing areas of major interest: Novazza, Val Rendena and the 
region of Viterbo. 
A total of about 15 000 m of r<>adway has been driven,. almost all 
of it by the firm SOI\.:IIREN. Of this total, 4000 m were driven in the 
area of Val Redena, more than 5000 m in Novazza a::nQ. about 4000 m in 
various parts of the western and Maritime Alps. 
' ' 
. '' 
;: ',' J \ 
: . 
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In addition, about 19 000 m of drilli~ have been made, 10 000 of 
thetn in the Jova.zm zone by the firm SOMIREN {of which 9000 m were 
drilled ·from roadways where the oore samples were pa.rt~lly reoovet-ed)' 
am 9000 .m by the firm CNEN mostly in the region ot Vitel'bo·• 
Definite results obtained at the end of 1912, considering only the 
category of reasonably certain reserves which can be exploited at a 
cost of less than I 10 per lb of u3o8, amount to 1500 short tons u3% 
(1 360 metric tons of u3o8 corresponding to 1 154 metria tons of 
uranium). 
·' 
Ninety percent of these reserves are oontained "in the deposit of 
:trovazea., other minerali£a.tions repNSen:ting a few dozen short tons 
of u3o8 have been confirmed in Val Rendena and in the Cord.~ Alps 
(Preit). 
Probable reserves can be estimated at 10 000 short ton:s of.u3o8 (9 0"(0 metric .tons of u30s corresponding to 7 690 metric tons of 
uranium) at prioes ranging between S 10 and s··15·pi~ lb of' t7j% ·a~ 20 000 
short tons of u3o8 (18 140 metria tons of u3% corresponding. to 
15 380 metric tons of u.ra.nium) at prices exceeding S 15 per 1 b of 
u3o8. 
This oa.tegocy of reserves is la%'gely located in the poor minereliza.tions 
• l·, • • 
of Norther Latium, still being explored. 
Investment in mining 
During 1972 in the six uranium ore prospecting oonoessio~ in the 
mining district of Berga.ma {aroma, Cima. di tlani, Oe.ndellino, Pagherola., 
Rocoolo and lAgo Nero), underground prospecting carried out by SOOREN 
involved the driving of 1 0 20 m ot roadway and the drilling of 
4 350m of bOreholes. 
'_, 
', 
'l 
,~,.-: 
'.I 
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Investment amounted to a total of 3.50 million lire (56o 000 u.a..) 
For 1973 it is planned to invest about 500 million lire (800 000 u..a..). 
In the four concessio11s being prospected in the mining district of 
Rome (Macchia. Graride, Lega.:relle, I.a Carbonara. and Pontane) irl'V'$stment 
in prospectinga.mountedto about 100 million lire (160 000 u.a.). 
'I 
,. 
• 
C r 
c c 
(' 
t.trr;c::ralizzazicni nel Carbon fero e nel 
F errr.o-TrlilS mctamori1C1 de le AI pi. 
r... ineralizzazi:>ni in arenarie permiane 
d !lie AI pi. 
lv ;ncralizzazioni nelle VoJicariu permo-
c !rbonifcrc delle AI pi. 
1<1 neralizzilzioni del Monte 3ianco. 
W neralizza-zioni nei tufi qua·.ernari del 
L.:zio. 
M neralizzazioni nelle catac asili della 
s• ric meta'morf1ca della Sar.jcgna. 
M nera!izzaziCtni disseminate: nel gra-
n o della C< lab ria. 
~ L; vori minermi. 
f!1J Ar !C pros;>etlate . 
........... __ _ 
Rappreseutazione schematica delle aree pros:_Jettatc: fino n.l 1972. 
• 
Office of the Permanent Representative 
of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 
- . ~ . . .. ~ .. . ... - . . . ~ 
to the Europea.:n,. CommUnities 
XVII/231/74-E 
Brussels, 4 July 1973 
Sir, 
lrlith .re:ferenoe .to -your. lett.&r:. o:f· ·13··MB.~ch ·1973 ·(Ref. 73/535) 
concerning the report on the development of prospecting and 
v • '.-' 
. productic>n, on probable ~serves. and on invetrtment in mining, 
I wish ·to info'rm you th.at no pro~pectifig fo~ tiraclilm or 
thorium took place in the Grand fmchy o'i Luxein~urg in 1972. 
}.ho Ferna.nd Spaa.k 
Yours faithfully, 
For the Permanent Representative 
E. Ruppert 
Attach~ 
Director-General for Energy and Safeguards 
Commission of the European Communities 
roe de la Loi, 200 
1040 Brussels. 
1 I •' 
otf'ice of the Permanent Repl"ese~~tive 
of the Netherlands to the European 
Oommunit tes 
Brussels, 30 Maroh 1973 
~osrectis{~nd 2roduotion of mineral substances 
• ' • ' t' ' •I ~ , I 
Wi~h ~fel"enoe to. !Om. lette~ of 13 March 1973 (Ref. 73/0b536), 
· I. wi.sh to 'i~o~ you· that ·rio prospecting for or discovery of 
· ure.ni~ o1' thorium ·k.~·, taken place in the Netherlands. 
" ' " "' 
The Permanent Representative 
Commission of the Etu-opean Communities 
Direotorat a-General for Energy and 
Euratom Safeguards 
rue de la Loi, 200 
1040 Brussels. 
P.o. Nieman 
\' 
'v 
•t' 
', ... ,. 
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INFORMATION REPORT ON URANIUM IN THE UNI'IED n1TGDOM. 
EURATOM TREATY ARTICLE 70: REPORT ON MINERAL DEPOSITS AND l-D:NING INVESTMENT. 
INTRODUCTION 
The institute of Geological Sciences (IGS), Geochemical Division, 
on behalf of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, undertook a 
programme of reconnaissance for uranium in the five-year period April 1968 
to riarch 1973. The opjective was an assessment of uranium potential in 
terms of the modern trend to the exploitation of lo\v-grad.e, large-tonnage 
deposits. Previously; particularly in the periods 1945-51 and 1957-60, 
largely ad hoc investigations had been conducted in regions of kno1m 
uranium deposits, principally of vein type and the new programme provided 
the opportunity to examine environments ·selected on other, more fundamental 
geological/ geochemical criteria. Th· method of selection vms discussed by 
Ostle, 1970, in a. paJ>8r which identified the ·favourable areas, and the 
accompanying map is taken from tha.t paper. 
The reconnaissance by the IGS ended in :tfarch of this year and 
official participation in uranium prospecting and exploration is now 
limited to the analysis of geochemical samples collected for other purposes 
and to radio-metric observations (employing portable ratemeters) taken 
in the course of regional geochemical sampling. The extent of current 
·commercial mining company interests and activities is not precisely known. 
Future annual reports a.re likely to deal only with particular investigations 
and any compaey information which is released and this informatiop report 
therefore represents a brief summary of all the five-year reconnaissance 
activities and includes resumes of the geology of those areas initially 
considered to be favourable to the occurrence of uranium deposits, of 
the reconnaiss~ce and follow~up methods employed and of the results• 
Mention of earlier work is. included under appropriate regional heads. 
In addition to publications relating to uranium in the UK and to 
the reconnaissance, the lGS announced in 1971 that.a series of detailed 
reports on tho northern Scotland region was ava,.ilo.ble to persons· or · 
orga.n,izations. wishing to undertake.further·exploration and assessment work. 
These are listed in the Bibliography.. 
'. 
··,I 
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2. IDCATION OF DEPOSITS, PROSPECTED ZONES AND ORE-FROCESSING:PLANTS 
No deposits have yet 'been proved to be of ore grade in the UK a.nd 
no uranium mines or processing plants a.re therefore in_,_.opera.tion. The 
accompanying map indicates the locations of types of __ uranium occurrences 
· a.s they were known in 1968,' prior to the IGS reconnaissance. They include:_ 
(i) Polymetallic vein dePosits in the southwest of England mining 
region (the map identifies those for which age detel'II!-inations 
carried out on the primary uranium minerals, pitchblende and 
eoffini te, are available); 
' (ii) polymetallic veins at La.xey, Dalbea.ttie, Tyndrum and Helmsdale; 
(iii) anomalous enrichments of uranium' in black, Cambro-Ordovician 
shale in north Wales; 
(iv) anomalous uranium enrichments in phosphatic limestone in the 
Carboniferous Limestone. of the Pennines; 
(v) ana.molous uranium values in Namurian shales in south-west England 
a.nd flanking the Derbyshire Dome. 
· As a :.r:.ult tf the reoent reconnaissance, the extent and number of deposit 
··types in northern Scotland oan be c6nsiderably increased, as also can 
the number, and po-ssibly the type, of concentrations in south-west England. 
3. SUI$1ARY DESCRIPTION OF GEOLOGICAL OONDITIONS AND DEPOSIT TYPES 
(a) Northern Scotland 
(1) Eastern part of the Northern Highlands of Scotland and the Orkney 
Islands. 
This area. lies within the metamorphic belt of the Caledonia.n orogen. 
_The bas~ment is composed largely .of the late Pre-~brian :Moinian 
assemblage which consists of quartzitic1 arenaceous and argillaceous 
eediments deposited on_the Arc~an Lewisian gneiss complex now seen as 
fold, cores and thrust slices in the-west of the, region~ Polyphase 
_metamorphism and migmatization have produced an e~ensive migmatite 
complex and this is intr.udec;t by late Silurian. granites and syehit~s. Post-
orogenic Devonian sediments ~st -with prono1.mced unconformity on the ba.se-
ment and comprise a fluviatile and lacustine cyclic sequence ranging from 
oourse red-bed c~na:lomerates to black ealcareous mudstones. 
' ' . ~ .. ' 
.. 
/ 
... .... 
'I' 
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Minor tuffaceous sediments and lava flows are present within the sequence • 
Later sediments from Permian to Jurassic are exposed to the east of a 
-· 
major coastal fault in a narrow strip bordering the 14oray Firth basin. 
In this region the reconnaissance led to the discovery of numerous 
new urc:..nium occurrences in a variety of modes, as follows: 
(:::.) A high incidence of uranium occurrences in the lower members of the 
Middle Old Red Sandstone of northwest Cai tlmess, west of a regional 
fault line in central Caitlmess and on Mainland Orkney. In many 
cases, uranium concentration is related to high phospmte content 
of the rocks and is interpreted as being penecontemporaneous with 
deposition of the sediments. 
(ii) Small-scale concentrations of uranium associated with minor tectonic 
features in the uraniferous sediments. 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Uranium in na.rro~; shears in the Helmsdale granite and anomalouS 
radio-activity associated with zones of alteration in tho granite. 
The unusual concentration of uranium, in th~ form of fine-grained 
. . . 
urMini.te and of secondary minerals, in a basal arkosic member 
of the Old Red Sandstone succession immediately overlying the 
Helmsdale grwnite; at Ousdale on the southeast coast of Caithness. 
Uranium occurrences and radioactive ano!Il.:11ies are knolrm in at 
' . 
least one zone exceeding a kilometre in length. Mineralization 
controls have not been established beyond question, the area 
being faulted 1-fhile the uranium distribution appears to be 
principally, but notwholly, stratiform. 
(b) Southern Uplands of Scotb.nd 
This area lies within the non-metamorphic belt of the Caledonian 
orogen. Highly deformed Ordovicie..n and Siluric:m. geosynclinal strata trend 
NE-S1-I parallel to the Southern Uplands fault 'tvhich forms the northern 
margin to the area except in the Hest • There, immediD.tely north of the 
fault, Ordovician sedimentary and igneous relationships suggest the site 
of a subduction zone. Late Silurian to lo~Ier Devonian granites intrude 
these rocks at high level and there are associated lava flows with the 
Cheviot mass in the east • The major post-orogenic;,nnconformi ty is of the 
Devonian 'but the southern margin of the area is defined by the Carboniferous 
unconformity. Faulted outliers of Carboniferous to Permian strata occur in 
basins across the region. 
. I 
I 
~. ..., ' 
' ' ,. 
"' ,'~~ 
' .. 
Uranium mineralization, in the torm of ura.ninite and •· ' 1 
associated 1:f'i th bismuth, had been discovered in the region on the Solway coast: .. · 
,. 
near Dalbea.ttie. Thin steep~ inclined siliceous veins ocqur normal to · 
the southern margin of a gra.nodiori te mass within the homfelaed' sediments 
flanking it. The mineralization is local~ o.f high grade but commercial · 
tonnages are not available. .The possible role in mineralization control· 
of a major crush zone parallel to the g.rani te, a.nd of the nearby Carboni-
ferous unconformity, has not adequately been tested as the eXisting evi-
dence does not recommend the costly exploration involved. A similar 
' J / 
'It '. 
minor vein occurrer..oe of ura.nini te was discovered in the course of the 
recent reconnaissance near the northwest margin of the same g.t-ani te. 
(c) Midlands of Enslood 
The objectives of the reoomaissance in this region were the 
identification of sources £or anomalous uranium values in the ground water 
".boreholes intersecting Triassic sediments. The Trias in' tllis area. rests 
unoomfo:nnably on the Permian or Coal Measures and comprises arenaceous beds 
and marls probably laid down on a desert plain of great extent supporting 
shallow salt la.kese The beds were deposited betNeen the Cambrian Mountains 
and the J.lercian Highlands. 
(d) Black_shales of England and Wales 
Marine black shales in the Carboniferous have previously been 
shown to contain anoiiiGtlous concentrations of uranium in certain horizons• · 
mostly in the Namurian. The possibility of there being large tonnages 
of low grade uranium ore in these rocks was investigated in the areas neigh-
bouring the Derbyshire Dome and surrounding the N Wales, S Wahsand the 
Forest of Dean Coalfields. 
Anomalous concentrations of uranium were confirmed and in the 
Derbyshire area l-rere located where the basal l1a.murian lies wi ~h sharp 
disconformi ty on the underlying limestone • Where a gradual tra.nsi tion ~curs 
from the Carboniferous limestone through calcareous shales or interbedded 
limestone and shales, high values of radioactivity are absent~ No 
significantly high values of radioactivity 1-rere detected in the Namurian 
surrounding the N Wales and Forest of Dean Coalfield, 
In South Wales, isolated exposures in the,Millstone Grit Se~ies 
shot-1 higher than 'average values Of uranium and one marine band especially 
(the Reticulocerus inconsta.ns marine band), exhibits anomalous activity along 
the northern outcrop and on the one locality whEire if ·outcz-6~' in the south 
of the coalfield. 
' .,. 
., 
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Uranium was already known to occur in N Wales in subeconomic 
. 
amounts in the upper Cambrian "Black Band" which outcrops in the English 
Borderland. · 
Moderately high levels of radioactivity ocotir in the Lower Rhyolite 
Tuffs and in a sequence of autobrecc~ated rhyolite near Beddgelert. Multiele-
ment analysis of the stream sediments collected resulted in some areas 
of possible base metal enrichment being delineated·. 
(c) South West England 
The geology of the south \·Test England metallife.rous mining region 
comi?rise,s _a series of geosync1inal sediments the e?rliest of l'rhich are grits, 
sandstones and conglomerates of Lower Devonian age succeeded· by'Middle 
. . . 
and Upper Devonian slates and mudstones con~aining calcareous and volcanic 
members. Carboniferous. grits, bla.ck shales, slates and grey shales, with 
intercalated volcanic beds, occupy the northern p:l.rt of the area. Structure 
. ' 
is comple~t with recumbent folding of the sediments. The latter are intruded 
by an early suite of bc.sic rocks, now diabnse, whid:~ ta.J,te a variety of forms 
but ~l,le main episode of igneous activity resulted in the <;!mplacement of 
several stocks of leucocratic granite representi~g the shallowest parts 
of a gra.ni te oot.holi th which underlies much. of the peninsula, 'plunging 
steeply on the northern margin. Dykes of porph..,vry, small pegmatites and 
bodies of greisen comprise the next stage of jg:neous activity.1vhich finally 
leads to the deposition of metalliferous lod8 deposits. The latter are 
largely assoo:iated spatially Ni th the gra.ni te stocks and the thermal ·aureoles 
surroundtl1.g them and they exhibit met<:J.l zoning from tin through tungsten, 
copper, lead a.nd silver. 
Uranium lk"1s long bean l_molv-:n in association with many of the lodes 
and the ore has been e~ploited on a small scale in the past.· It occurs as 
pi t'chblende, u:ranini te, co:ffini te and their secor.dary der'i vati ves in associa-
tion both with tin and copper lodes, age determinations indicating several 
ages of mineralization·, even i.n the same vein structure • · Some minor enrich-
ment of uranium occurs in grey shales of N~ian age north of and remota from 
the large Dartmoor granite·mass and anomalous uraniUm concentrations are 
. . 
associated with disseminated pyrrhotite mar~inal to the' same granite. 
The lode uranium mineralization is locally of_hig4 grade but of 
sporadic distribution, the largest shoots discovered to date probably 
containing no more tha.n a few tens of tons of u3o8, wi.th one in the several 
hundred ton size range. 
I ~. 
/ 
4e PRoSPmCTlBG SITUATION BY REGION 
(a) Northern §cotla.nd 
' The mb.in ob~-ta~le to th~ detection and assessment of ura.liium OCCurrences 
in 'this regfem'is the very extensive covering of ~uperf:ioia;l deposits' ·com-
.prising gla.oia.l drif~ and ~~te' Over large areas standard radiometri~ -
r, ' ,, 
surveys have therefore little application although they are-effective 
along stream courses and coast~l sections. A multiple-technique app~ch 
was there~ore made to the reconnaissance and. aseessment stages, involving 
the following stages, not always sequential: 
l.' Regi~M,l' geochemiOal drainage surveys emploYing stream sediment and 
• ' I ( ' 
water samples; rapid ana~sis being carried out by the d~layed neutro~ 
activation method• 
2. Vehicle-mounted radiometric traversing of roads a.nd tracks, providing 
only limited coverage. 
3. On-foot radiometric traversing on exposed sections, based on geological 
interpretations of favourability. 
4e Helicopter-:-'Qo:me survey of ina.cce~sible, extensive coastal cliff sections 
employing a sideways-looking scintillo~ter. 
5. Gamma monitoring of shallow auger holes through peat in the follow;_up 
stage. , 
6. Portable gamma. spectrometer emmination of anomalies.~ 
7• Rad9n in soil surveys for the precise delimitation and the extension of 
anomalies, employing.!!!~ measurements by proves developed for 
emanometry by the IGS -and t.JKAEA. 
a. Geochemical soil sampling. 
9. Shallow scout drilling of anomalies. 
10. Deeper drilling (coring a.nd non-coring) of very limited extent on t'kro 
oc~nces. 
New discoveries were effected by vehicle-mounted and on-foot radiometric 
methods and as a result of the follow..:up of hydrogeochemical anomalies. The 
latter, even at low-densilY sampling inter-Vals, was particularly effective 
as a primary method of indicating areas of high favourability. Comparison 
of uranium distribution in stream sedimen~s an4 surface water was show.n to 
provide a me~s of distinguishing leaoha.ble uranium from that held in refrac-
~r.Y mineral phases. 
~ ~ 1 1: I ~ 
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Of particular value at the follow-up or assessment stage of investigations 
in this region was, the application of a modified, small diameter total gamma 
probe (5. above) to the study of uranium distribution beneath peat cover. The 
' ' ' T ' 
tracing of boulder trains by this means led to the precise location of bedrock 
mineralization. 
(b) South West Scotland 
In view of the very large and locally difficult areas to be covered, greatest 
reliance in this region was placed on geochemical drainage sampling, augmented 
be vehicle-mounte~ ~econnaissance and extensive foot surveys.of selected· 
geological targets. such as.~jor unconformities, granite margins and the Cheviot 
igneou~.complex., The standard geochemical procedure employed stream sediment 
samples but effective use was also made of apnped.concentrates, which provided 
much useful data on the occurrence of other metals. In the.Jedburgh basin of 
flat-lying Old Red Sandstone sediments recourse was ~•de to the analysis of 
ground water from numerous boreholes penetrating the sandst.ones. · 
(c) MiC:.la,!1d!:l of Epgland 
Ground a~d surface water ~ampling was .the principal technique employed "on 
investiga~ions of t:tle flat-lying Triassic formations' augmente.d by vehicle-
mom1ted traverses which became the primary techniques over the older rocks 
flanking the Triassic basin. Anomalies were investigated with the assistance 
of soil sampling and radon-in·-soi). air surveys. 
(d) Black Shales 
Investigations aimed at the discovery of large.areas underlain by uraniferous 
shal~s were based mainly on the study of exposed or thinly covered sections of 
bedrock, employing light··Weight but high--resolution scintillation ratemet,ers. 
A large area in North Hales, however 1 was surveyed by means of stream sediment 
and water sampling because of the favourable hydrogeochemistry and the variety 
of geology~ 
' ' 
'' ' 
!, ~· ' • 
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(e) South West 'England 
:The full range· of .. available techniq'lies was: applied in· this· re'gi.on, local 
emphasis' d.epending. on geology a.~ a$sessinents of- the most likely mode,: of' 
mineralization to. 'be:·e:tpected. Experience indicated that geochemical drainage 
sampling (neither stream sediment nor water) was effective in discovering the 
.uranium concentrations typical of the bulk of the region and almost complete 
recoUrse was eventually made to vehicle-mounted and on-f.oot · radiome.try as the 
most ·successful techni(fW)s. Follow-up investigations made use of geochemical 
soil sampling employing -a mechanical auger, ra.don-in-soil air surveys, ·radio-
metric gridding, a.nd shallow drilling. In the 1957-58 period of· operations a 
' If..' 
. combined znagiletic/radiometric airborne survey ha.d been carried out over this 
region at a ground clearance of 500 ft and a line spacing of 0.4 km. · Follow-
up of' about 450 anomalies led t·o the 'identificati·on of many new uranium 
'occurrences but ~the recent reconnaissance shOtred -that by no means all slgnifica.nt · 
surf~ce anomalies were detected from the air. 
5. EXPENDITURE 
' Total expenditure on the field operations over the five~year.period was 
125o,:ooo sterling, which included the costs of operating a lightweight diamond 
drilling machine and mechanical auger. A detailed breakdown of expenditure, 
either· by .region or techniques, is not yet available, but expenditure in northern 
Scotland substantially exceeded that in other areas. 
6 • RESULTfl OF THE SURVEY AND RESERVE ESTIMATES 
The discovery of widespread but low-grade uranium enrichments in northern 
Scotland established this region as a small but discrete uranium province or 
sub-province. As stated earlier, milch of the uranium is concentrated in thin 
phospPatic horizons-but looal enrichments tested to shallow depth in arenaceous 
sediments and·discordant structures probablyrepresent resources of a few ' 
-·thousa.rtd tons of u3o8, of probably sub-economic gra.de. 
The re-examination of the south-west Engla,nc_ region led to the discovery of 
uraniUm concentrations associated with recently identified zones of wrench 
faulting in proximity to Hercynian granites. The new occurrences have not 
been tested and confident',resou:rce estimo.tes cannot be made. Uranium values 
- 9-
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are locally high and some zones show evidence of continmity sufficient to 
indicate resources of the order of hundreds of tons of u3o8• 
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